This article discusses the challenges in creating Mutator VR: Vortex, a virtual reality experience based on interaction with semi-autonomous, organically inspired agents. The work allows the immersant to morph between a vast number of procedurallygenerated microworlds, each with its own visual elements, sounds, agent dynamics, and user interactions. We outline two methods used for procedural generation that are based fundamentally on integration of different modalities. Curve-based synthesis is used for simultaneous generation of entity sounds and shape and flow grains are employed to determine both agent dynamics and user interaction with the agents.
Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) is an apt platform for delivering integrated sensory experiences. Unlike many other media, it has the ability to deliver a more concrete spatial experience while still including traditional modalities such as sound, graphics, and interactivity. In fact, one could argue that space or sense of space is the key component of the "reality" in VR, more so than, say, photorealism or other adaptations of physical reality. Space, in turn, can serve to integrate multiple modalities into an experience by acting as a deeper structural element (Kendall, 1991) . It seems fitting to develop algorithms and techniques for virtual reality applications that use space as a central underlying concept.
The motivation for this work is to investigate unified approaches to defining the sounds, geometry, and interactive dynamics of a world populated with agents. One criteria for content generation algorithms is that they produce output that is rich, varied, and unpredictable. The experience should have as many emergent aspects as possible with respect to user goals and interactions (Gilbert, 2011) and generated sounds and graphics. A second criteria for generation algorithms is that they are efficient to compute. This is particularly important as higher rates of simulation have been shown to correlate with a greater sense of presence (Barfield & Hendrix, 1995; Meehan, Razzaque, Insko, Whitton, & Brooks, Jr., 2005; Welch, Blackmon, Liu, Mellers, & Stark, 1996) . Algorithms may need to make certain sacrifices to maintain fluid animation. Lastly, we believe unified approaches lead to an increased sense of "realism" of the world as they offer a form of environmental consistency (Slater, Usoh, & Steed, 1994) . Other factors we considered to assist the user's sense of presence *Correspondence to l.putnam@gold.ac.uk. in the worlds are agent autonomy as a form of plot unfolding (Zeltzer, 1992; Slater & Wilbur, 1997) , useragent interactions to enhance social and environmental presence (Heeter, 1992) , and spatialized audio (Hendrix & Barfield, 1996) .
Mutator VR: Vortex builds on the Mutator work of Todd and Latham (1992) to give the viewer a new kind of immersive interaction with organic forms in virtual reality other than the "pick and breed" approach associated with Mutator (Lewis, 2008) . Immersants intervene in and directly affect a swirling mass of agentbased organic forms floating and moving in a large 3D virtual environment (see Figure 1 ). Mutator VR: Vortex gives the viewer a direct sense of presence through cause and effect by attracting or repelling the swirling organic agents. The aim was to achieve a similar sense of interaction as a diver attracting fish with food and to give the illusion that these organic forms are living. One key goal of the interaction is that it be emergent without predetermined goals so that the users have more opportunity to construct their own experience. Emergent interactions may include juggling agents from hand to hand using attractive forces, throwing clusters of agents, or conducting abstract flow patterns. The aim of the work is to deliver an open-ended and playful experience. The challenge is to create a mathematical framework with correct parameter values that delivers that sort of rich and complex user experience.
In the next section, we discuss higher-level considerations for the work including aesthetic influences and motivation followed by an overview of how different worlds are constructed. Next, we give some background on particle motion and use in digital and virtual art. This leads into details on our implementation of agent dynamics through flow fields and user interactions. Then, we outline how entity geometry and sounds are generated using unified audiovisual approaches. Finally, we provide information on our exhibitions of the work and the user feedback we received from surveys.
World Generation
We made deliberate decisions in constructing the worlds to maintain a degree of realism and at the same time provide more fantastical elements to enable a sense of "being somewhere." It was important that the worlds were rich and unfamiliar enough to provoke continual exploration and sense of discovery. In other words, the environments should contain elements of fantasy, novelty, complexity, and surprise to make them intrinsically motivating (Malone, 1981) . We also draw on guidelines from Greenwood-Ericksen, Kennedy, and Stafford (2015) to support sensory immersion which include high visual fidelity and detailed simulation. Lighting combined with bump-mapped surfaces provides an increased sense of realism. We found that kind of presentation along with fog effects greatly enhanced scene depth and a feeling of presence in the world (Bates, 1992) . These elements of texture and atmosphere, combined with abstract geometry, provide us with the kind of fantastical realism we sought. In addition, the worlds are constructed to be spatially isotropic without an obvious ground-plane. Besides avoiding a possible disparity between a virtual ground-plane and the vestibular system (Bricken, 1991) , this decision was made to evoke a sensation of free movement, such as flying or floating. Screenshots of some of the worlds are shown in Figure 1. 
Aesthetic Motivation
We position Mutate VR: Vortex as an extended interactive particle system that takes aesthetic inspiration from organic forms in the natural world, such as plankton, and surrealist art (Ades, 1974) such as Roberto Matta's The Vertigo of Eros (Goizueta, 2004) , André Masson's automatic drawing, and the fantastic surrealism of H. R. Giger (Giger, 1993) . We also relate our work visually to the surreal computer art of Yoichiro Kawaguchi and Kevin Mack's recent VR work Blortasia (Hayden, 2017) . Our aim was not to replicate familiar natural forms and processes such as landscapes, organisms, life cycles, or ecosystems, but rather embody a basic particle system with organic shapes and sounds and let the user explore emergent properties of a unified force-based dynamical system. Our questions were centered around a more basic kind of "reality of the abstract" (Massumi, 2014) . In this way, the work is distinguished from computational ecosystems which aim primarily to construct self-perpetuating community dynamics based on the exchange of energy units (Antunes, Leymarie, & Latham, 2014) . We instead adopt a "monadic" form of dynamics (Leibniz, 1898) where each agent behaves largely independently of all others, but whose movements are orchestrated by global force fields. We are concerned only that the agents create a sufficient suspension of disbelief that they are autonomous entities (Weizenbaum, 1966) and display obvious cause and effect relations to the user's interactions to enhance environmental presence (Slater et al., 1994; Heeter, 1992) . We opted not to have an additional long-term narrative structure in the work, as we felt it may detract from the experience of interacting with agent flows. The world is best modeled as a simulation (Bates, 1992) and is more about expressing a very basic kind of "system story" (Antunes, Leymarie, & Latham, 2015) through flow dynamics.
Components
Each world consists of a fixed number of agents, a fixed number of flow grains, and environmental vines. The agents are divided into three genera where each genus has a specific mass and body shape that the individual species inherit with small random modifications. The size of each agent is made proportional to its mass to add a degree of physical realism. Additionally, the number of agents in any given genus is made inversely proportional to the mass/size prescribed by the genus. This proportioning is done to help reduce the amount of graphics rendering and mitigate potential occlusion from larger agents. Flow grains are placed in random positions for each world and are slowly modulated in amplitude over time to help prevent agents from getting into static orbits or equilibrium states when there is no interaction from the user. The principle is the same as the streaming interaction described in Section 6.2.
Morphing
A world morphing technique was employed to allow a seamless transition from one environment to another. One function the morphing serves is to allow users to find worlds that are most interesting to them and pace their experience to avoid boredom. It is also an effective means of providing rapid variety without forcing the user to move quickly to other areas, potentially experiencing undesirable vection effects (LaViola, 2000) , or use disorienting teleportation techniques (Bowman, Koller, & Hodges, 1997) . Morphing is mostly a trivial operation only requiring interpolation of synthesis parameters. However, interpolation of some parameters leads to undesirable effects. One problematic set of parameters are the frequencies used to generate the space curves discussed in Section 7. These curves rely on the frequencies being harmonically related to ensure the curves are closed, that is, made of a single loop. The closed curves are especially important for the audio production since any discontinuities in the waveform will lead to unwanted harmonic distortion. To solve this problem, we store the space curves in tables and then interpolate between the tables.
Hardware and Software
In order to ensure a high level of immersion, Mutator VR: Vortex uses the HTC Vive 1 virtual reality headset which includes room-scale tracking, two wireless hand-held controllers, and two channels of audio. Graphics rendering is done on an Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 at 90 frames/second for each eye. Custom software is implemented in OpenGL/GLSL and C++ using the AlloSystem virtual environment toolkit, 2 Gamma sound synthesis library (Putnam, 2014a) , and OpenVR SDK. 3
Background on Particle Motion
The components of our system rely primarily on particle dynamics to define the spatial and temporal motions of entities within it. Particle-based approaches are used extensively in both computer graphics and sound composition to define spatial trajectories of objects.
One approach is to use strict mathematical relationships to define the position or velocity of particles as a function of time. One of the earliest examples of this is Whitney's differential motion (Whitney, 1980) . Here, particle velocities are configured to be integer multiples of one another to ensure "resonances" (that is, instances of synchronization) are achieved. The larger goal of Whitney's work was to develop a language of "visual harmony" from which both figure and motion are derived. This notion is demonstrated in Whitney's composition Arabesque (Whitney & Cuba, 1975) . Karl Sims' particle behavior language describes several composable operations on particle states that can be used to create various effects such as vortices, spirals, and bouncing (Sims, 1990) . The animation system is demonstrated 1. https://www.vive.com 2. https://github.com/AlloSphere-Research-Group/AlloSystem 3. https://github.com/ValveSoftware/openvr in his work Particle Dreams (Sims, 1988) . A similar system employing particles moving along splines is found in Char Davies' Osmose VR art installation to suggest streams and swarms of insects (Davies & Harrison, 1996) . Flow fields (Reynolds, 1999) prescribe particle movements in terms of an underlying force vector field. Force systems update particle accelerations by applying Newton's second law of motion in conjunction with another law to determine the forces on particles, such as Newton's law of gravitation or Coulomb's law. Since paths are derived entirely from acceleration they have the desirable property of being C 2 -smooth-a result of double integration. This leads to more natural looking motion that is largely free of sharp turns. The boids algorithm (Reynolds, 1987) is an extended force-based particle system that aims to model flocking-like behaviors of animals. It defines three rules that all particles must obey: (1) maintain a minimum distance from every other particle (separation), (2) move in the same average direction (alignment), and (3) move toward the same center of mass (cohesion). Several works based on boids include SwarmArt (Jacob, Hushlack, Boyd, Nuytten, Sayles, & Pilat, 2007) , Flowspace (Bisig, Schacher, & Neukom, 2011) , and Swarm Granulator (Blackwell & Young, 2004) .
Agent Model

State
Agents are modeled as a basic particle with velocity, acceleration, and mass and keep a fixed-length history of reference frames or poses. Each pose describes a position and an orientation in the form of a tangentnormal-binormal (TNB) frame. The tangent, normal, and binormal represent the forward, up, and right vectors, respectively, of the agent. TNB frames are computed solely from changes in position. This means that only an agent's path needs to be determined and its orientation will be derived automatically. With many agents, we found this method implicitly produces an effect resembling the alignment steering behavior of the boids algorithm. In order to compute a well-behaved sequence of TNB frames over time, we found it necessary to use parallel transport (Hanson & Ma, 1995; Hanson, 2006) to minimize the amount of twisting of the frame with respect to the NB plane. A similar approach re-orthogonalizes the TNB frame based on the previous normal vector, but operates under the assumption that successive differences in orientation are small (Reynolds, 1999) .
Separation
Unless certain measures are taken, agents with the same mass will tend to clump together and create a poor visual experience with a reduced sense of solidity and agent-to-agent awareness and less spacious agent sounds. In the typical boids algorithm, a repulsive force is applied between each pair of particles to keep them separated. However, doing this in a computationally tractable manner requires space partitioning (Reynolds, 1987) and implementations suitable for interactive frame rates require rather sophisticated techniques (Hubbard, 1995) . Instead, we employ two strategies that simply diffuse the agents rather than check for exact collisions. With around 100 agents, we found these methods to be greatly beneficial as they produce sufficient separation, albeit with some overlapping entities, and have negligible cost. The first involves introducing some variations into the masses of agents. Each agent is assigned a default mass according to its specie. A small percentage of agents, around 25%, are varied in mass according to a normal distribution. This causes some agents to move slightly faster or slower than the rest resulting in a spread along the direction of flow. We leave most agents of a given specie with an identical mass as we found it helps maintain schooling-like behaviors. The second strategy employed to avoid clumping is what we term circulant repulsion. Circulant repulsion applies forces only between agents that are next to each other in memory and thus has O(n) complexity. That is, for each agent i, we apply a force with neighboring agents i + 1, i + 2, . . . , i + K where K is the number of neighbors. Considering the complete repulsion system as a graph with the agents as vertices and the repulsion forces as edges, then circulant repulsion acts over a circulant sub-graph of the complete graph. Other types of subgraphs might be useful; however, we did not explore this further. We also tried dynamic sub-graphs that amortize the complete graph calculation by selecting a fixed number of random pairs on each step or doing a round-robin traversal; however, we found they led to undesirable jittery or stepped motion, respectively, when the agents were viewed up close.
Granular Flow Field
A common method for implementing realistic physical motion of bodies is by equating Newton's second law of motion and an inverse square law of force acting between the bodies. This method, however, has two main problems. First, the shape of the force function is fixed and therefore the range of possible motions is limited. Second, there is a singularity present in the inverse square law when the distance goes to zero which leads to ill-defined behavior. In order to assist in automating the generation of well-behaved, complex patterns of motion and to allow control over the tendencies of such motions, we use a flow field throughout space. In mathematics, the term "flow" describes the motion of particles in a fluid or other medium. A flow field describes how particles move at each position in space. Flow at each point in space can be defined specifically as a force vector, that is, how much force is applied to accelerate a particle and in which direction.
We compose a flow field from the sum of more elementary flow grains, a notion inspired by granular sound synthesis (Xenakis, 1992) . A flow grain is the product of three independent components: a spherical wave, a spread function, and a direction function. The purpose of the spherical wave is to permit construction of complex structure through interference patterns of multiple waves. The spread function allows the influence of the grain to vary from highly localized to spanning infinitely across space. The direction function determines the elementary pattern of flow with respect to the center of the grain. Figure 2 illustrates how the spherical, spread and direction functions combine to create a single flow grain. We define a flow grain as
where r is a distance vector from the origin, A n is the amplitude, and H n , S n , and D n are the spherical, spread, and direction functions, respectively, of the n th grain. The flow field F at point p is a sum over N flow grains F n
where p n is the position of the n th grain.
To update a particle, we use Newton's second law of motion with the field force F(p) and a linear drag force (Kelly, 2014) to compute a new acceleration and then numerically integrate to calculate the particle's new velocity and position. First, the new acceleration a is computed from
where m is the mass of the particle and b is the drag coefficient with bv the linear drag force acting on the particle. The new velocity v and position p are then calculated using semi-implicit Euler integration (Cioacǎ & Cǎrǎmizaru, 2013) 
where Δt is the time step of the simulation and p and v are the position and velocity vectors of the particle. When b = m/Δt , we get non-inertial movement as
corresponds to no drag and c d = 1 means the motion is noninertial. Since particle motion slows drastically with drag, we found it helpful to add an additional self-propulsion factor c ρ that may increase in proportion to the drag. This is motivated by the idea that animals use self-propulsion in fluids where viscous forces dominate over inertial forces (Purcell, 1977) .
With normalized drag and self-propulsion, (1) becomes
The following sections describe the three component functions of a flow grain in more depth.
Spherical Wave
The purpose of the spherical wave is to radiate a signal isotropically through space and allow construction of complex interference patterns. This component is modeled after isotropic acoustical wave propagation (Kinsler, Frey, Coppens, & Sanders, 2000) without spreading loss, although it does not necessarily have to contain a time dependency. That is, it can describe a "frozen wave" extending through space. A timeindependent spherical wave, H (r), is simply a function of distance from a point
For example, a spherical cosine wave with spatial frequency k can be defined by H cos (r) = cos(k|r|). Incidentally, this is a time-independent solution to the wave equation in three dimensions (Feynman, 1970, Chapters 47-48) . A time-dependent spherical wave is defined by 
This can be used, for instance, to create a propagating disturbance from, say, a microphone input or agent voice. Spherical waves can also describe planar functions in the limit. Normally, we obtain a function that is radially symmetric and hence has equal values along spherical shells. However, as |r| → ∞, the spherical shells flatten out into planes (see Figure 3) and r/|r| defines the direction normal to the planes.
Spread Function
The spread function may be used to localize the influence of the grain. A spread function S(x) typically satisfies
where a scale mapping x → x/w can be applied to control the width w of the spread function. The identity spread function S u (x) = 1 defines a global grain that has a non-vanishing effect throughout space. This can be used in situations where a flow pattern is desired throughout all space. This can give the user a stronger urge to explore space and discover different patterns of flow. To simulate the intensity falloff from a spherical radiation source, as with Newton's law of gravitation and Coulomb's law, one can use a clamped inversesquare spread function S ii (x) = 1/ max(x, 1) 2 . The clamping is used to prevent the function from going to infinity as |x| → 0. For a smoother falloff near x = 0, a Lorentzian function can be used, S L (x) = 1/(x 2 + 1). A useful building block is a rectangular spread function S r,p (x) = 1/(|x| p + 1) where p = 0, 1, 2, . . . controls the falloff rate. For small p, S r,0 (x) ≡ S u (x) and S r,2 (x) ≡ S L (x). As p → ∞, the function approaches a rectangular window. The step-like shape permits creation of highly localized regions of force or boundaries when c d = 1. For the user, this can create a strong association to physical objects and haptic interaction as these function through local interactions. Multiplying another function by S r,p (x) for large p effectively truncates it for |x| 1. This can be used to create a variety of different window functions (Harris, 1978; Nuttall, 1981) . For example, a Welch (inverted parabolic) window is defined by S w (x) = (1 − x 2 ) · S r,p (x). Plots of the various spread functions are shown in Figure 4 .
Direction Function
The direction function determines the basic direction of flow with respect to the position of the grain. The direction function defines a field of unit vectors and can be one of two basic types: radial or angular. A radial flow moves particles outward from or inward toward a point. An outward flow corresponds to a repulsion point or source and an inward flow corresponds to an attraction point or sink. An angular flow circulates particles around an axis of rotation. The circulation can be clockwise or counter-clockwise with respect to the rotation axis. The general direction function is given by get an outward radial flow. For θ = π/2 and θ = 3π/2, we get counter-clockwise and clockwise angular flows, respectively. Note that when θ = π we do not obtain an inward radial flow as one might expect, but rather a hyperbolic flow pattern. An inward flow is obtained by multiplying an outward flow by −1.
One potential issue with the angular flows as defined above is that there is an outward flow in regions wherer runs parallel to u. To reduce this outward flow, it is helpful to define a second rotation matrix R cyl applied before R to move smoothly between spherical and cylindrical patterns. This is given by
where R is defined as above and ∈ [0, 1] interpolates between an outward radial flow and outward flow from u. Figure 6 shows cylindrical flow patterns for = 1 and varying θ. Here, when = 1 and θ = π, we do in fact get an inward flow.
In order to achieve a more stable angular flow, we found it necessary to apply a drag force in a region around the grain. The normalized drag coefficient c d at each point in space is a sum of contributions from each grain. Angular flow sources have a positive influence on the drag, while radial flow sources have a negative influence on it. The total normalized drag coefficient resulting from N grains is
Flow Grain Examples
This section presents some examples of flow grains that can be used as building blocks for agent movements or user interactions. These examples use relatively few grains, which is ample to give a very rich effect. A larger system might use space partitioning and spread functions with finite radius. For clarity, the examples show flow patterns in two dimensions. Flows are visualized using strokes representing the force as well as the divergence and curl of the field (see Figure 7 ). Outward and inward radial flows are colored red and green, respectively, depending on the sign and magnitude of the divergence. Counterclockwise and clockwise angular flows are indicated by magenta and cyan, respectively, and derived from the z component of the curl.
We first consider the implementation of a gravitational or electrostatic sink using an inverse-square law. The flow grain is the product of an inverse-square spread function and radial direction function
The resulting particle dynamic is an elliptical orbit around the center of the sink (see Figure 8 [a]). For the second example, we consider the effect of a nonvanishing spherical wave. The flow grain is given by
The field is comprised of alternating spherical shells of inward and outward flow. Particles oscillate around the region where the force vectors point toward one another while simultaneously circling around the center of the grain (see Figure 8 [c]). Figure 8(d) illustrates particle dynamics far away from the center of the field.
The third example considers a circulating flow around two points. The flow field is a sum of two flow grains with angular flow directions
where R xy is a rotation by π/2 on the xy-plane, p 1 = (−1, 0, 0), and p 2 = (1, 0, 0). The particles follow a peanut-shaped trajectory around the two flow grains (see Figure 8 [b]). The final example is a directional sink that results in orbits that are biased in a particular direction (see Figure  8 [e]). It is composed of an sink and source that are positioned near one another. The source generally has a
Figure 8. Examples of various 2D flow fields. Line strokes show the direction and magnitude of the force field. Triangles represent agents and the curves show the trajectories of two agents. Green and red areas show the divergence of the field and indicate regions of attraction and repulsion, respectively.
narrower spread and lower amplitude than the sink so as to keep the combined field attractive. The direction of the bias points from the source to the sink.
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Implementation of Interactions
The primary goal for interaction was to give users a sense of play with autonomous agents. We also wanted users' interactions with the world to be immediate and obvious to enrich the social and environmental dimensions of presence in virtual reality (Heeter, 1992; Slater et al., 1994) . Besides the headset, the primary form of control are two HTC Vive controllers, one for each hand. The controllers are represented in virtual space by two coils that track the poses of the controllers and coil up according to the amount of attractive force they exert.
Navigation
Although the headset provides a three-dimensional position and orientation in a 4.6 × 4.6-meter tracking space, we implemented a secondary mode of navigation to allow the user to move more freely about the space. Using a thumb-operated, two-dimensional analog trackpad on the top of the controller, the user can move in the direction that the controller is pointing. For example, if the users push up on the trackpad, they will move along the forward direction vector of the controller and if they push right on the trackpad, they will move along the right direction vector of the controller. We allow the user only to translate at a relatively slow pace with the controller as we found that performing any kind of rotation of the user's view or fast translation not originating from head tracking quickly led to adverse vection effects.
User-Agent Interaction
User interactions with agents are accomplished through use of various flow grains. There is a highly localized repulsion point at the controller tip that is always active. This allows agents to be pushed away with the controllers. By pressing the analog trigger located on the bottom of the controller, the user is able to control the strength of a flow grain attached to the tip of the controller. When the controller trigger is pressed an attraction point is mixed in to the flow field to pull the agents toward the user. This attraction point has a lower amplitude and higher spread than the repulsion point so that it can attract agents far away and not diminish the effect of the repulsion point. In addition, a small amount of drag is added to the attraction point to prevent the agents from oscillating around it indefinitely and going out of the user's view. Furthermore, the drag adds a strong sense of autonomy to the agents as if they decide to slow down when near a point of interest. When the agents oscillate around the attraction point (without drag), they appear to be less in control of their movement.
We consider three scenarios of user interaction with agents. For simplicity, we restrict user interaction to turning on or off two fixed attraction points. In practice, the user can control the strength and position of each force. In the first scenario, a user creates an attractive field to draw agents toward the tip of one of the controllers. Figure 9 (a) shows how the interaction progresses over time with time going left to right. In the first image, the agents orbit an attraction point without interaction. The middle image shows the moment just after the user creates an attractive force. Here, we see the agents in transit toward the new force and the user experiences a basic sense of connection with the agents. The final image displays how the agents behave after a prolonged period of time. Even in such a simple scenario, agent behaviors can be complex and unpredictable. While most agents approach and remain in the vicinity of the user, some may never approach the user, and others may exhibit more sporadic behavior between the former extremes. In the second scenario, the user creates a stream of agents by controlling two attraction points. Figure 9 (b) illustrates the process, again with time moving left to right. First, the user activates an attraction point on the left and holds it steady for some amount of time in order to create a cluster of agents. After some time, the left attraction point is turned off and a second one is turned on on the right. This causes the cluster to break up and form a stream moving from left to right. The process can be repeated to "juggle" the agents back and forth. In the final scenario, the user has the ability to create complex flow patterns from interference of the two controllers (see Figure 9 [c]). Each controller has a radially-oscillating angular flow that when mixed creates a complex flow of vortex-like motions. As opposed to the other scenarios, this type of interaction acts more to swirl the agents rather than attract them.
On the head of the user, tracking the position of the HMD, we place a repulsion point with a spread matching the dimensions of a human head. The main purpose of this is to keep agents from getting too close to the user's view and therefore obstructing it. We also found it increased the users' sense of the agents being aware of their presence in the space. Along similar lines, we experimented with adding an attraction point following the forward vector of the user's head. The idea was to allow the agents to persist in the user's field of view even without interaction to add a further sense of agents' awareness of the user. However, we abandoned this idea as we found that it tended to clutter the view of the user and diminish the sense of depth of the scene.
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Curve-Based Synthesis
Curve-based synthesis employs space curves as a unified substrate for simultaneous generation of shapes and sounds. It is a means of providing a consistent environment across all displays that may enhance presence (Slater et al., 1994) and perception of audiovisual correspondences (Abbado, 1988; Maurer, Pathman, & Mondloch, 2006) . The curves are generated from sums of harmonic spherical curves (Putnam, 2014b) which are capable of producing a wide array of shapes and textures with a relatively small set of parameters. The curves generated in this manner have several other advantages:
• closed and sequential and thus translate directly into sound waveforms • allow precise control over symmetry/asymmetry • describe many basic 3D shapes such as spheres, cylinders, hyperboloids, and tori • trivial to parallelize computation Implicit surface generators and L-systems may be more general systems; however, the resulting geometry is not one-dimensional and thus cannot be directly translated into sound waveforms. Another potential complication with these systems is how to smoothly interpolate from one geometric structure to another.
Visually, the space curves are rendered as textured tubes and sonically, they are used as a set of soundproducing waveforms. For each world, the curve parameters are determined from random distributions along with fixed constraints to ensure variation while maintaining specific properties of the curve. To obtain more geometric complexity over a simple tube, we apply a "ribbing" effect (Todd & Latham, 1992) that modulates the radius of the tube along its length. These space curves are used to generate the graphics and sounds of two elements of the work-the agents and the environment.
Agent Geometry
The bodies of the agents consist of two superimposed space curves: one for the main body and one for filaments extending from the body. This type of superimposition is not unlike how creatures are composed in works like TechnoSphere (Prophet, 2001 ). However, the part shapes are generated bottom-up from a constrained parametric system and more effort is made to avoid an artifical look. The curve generation algorithms are constrained to produce shapes with either bilateral or radial symmetry in order to create more convincing organisms resembling those in broad animal ranks such as bilateria or cnidaria. The filaments suggest various types of appendages such as antennae, tentacles, barbs, spines, wings, and arms or microtubular structures such as cilia, flagella, and spindle apparatuses.
For agent geometry, we employ a sum of spherical curves which can produce a wide array of curves lying on spheres and other more complex surfaces of revolution (Putnam, 2014b) . A single spherical curve is given parametrically by ⎡ ⎢ ⎣
where c k = cos(θ k ) and s k = sin(θ k ). A curve of N points/period is generated by substituting
where f k is a frequency in cycles/period, φ k is a phase in cycles, and n ∈ [0, N ) is the point number. For convenience, we use the abbre-
. A sum of spherical curves is simply a weighted sum of vectors generated from individual spherical curves given by (2). In general, the summands will differ in at least one frequency or phase value to produce interference effects and a resulting curve lying off of a sphere.
For the body curves, we employ a sum of two spherical waves given by
This function has the desirable characteristic of providing exact control over the order of dihedral symmetry of the curve. Specifically, the resulting space curve exhibits m th order dihedral symmetry with respect to the z axis when m = gcd(b, c, f , g ) and a and m are coprime. Thus, to generate a "random" curve with m th order dihedral symmetry, first choose a coprime with m, then b, c, f , g as integer multiples of m, and finally, random values of A, α, and β.
The filament curve is constrained to self-intersect along the polar axis to give a preliminary branching structure. Conveniently, this can be accomplished by setting α = 0, β = 1/2 in (3). Curve sections beyond a certain radius are then cut away to produce the appearance of individual filaments. Cutting is accomplished simply by shrinking the radius of the tube down to zero. Figure 10 illustrates the filament cutting operation on a 2D cross section. In order to obtain fluid body movement, the curves are mapped onto a fixed history of the agent's TNB frames. The curve z coordinate is mapped to time to retrieve a TNB frame and then the curve x, y coordinates are rotated onto the NB plane. In addition, the z coordinate is scaled by a "flex" parameter in [0, 1] to control how much history of the TNB frames are used. A flex of zero results in rigid body movements while larger values result in more serpentine-like locomotion. Finally, for both curves, the number of ribs is set to an integer multiple of one of the frequencies used to generate the curve in order to maintain symmetry. Figure 11 shows a selection of body shapes produced from the methods described.
Agent Voices
Each agent has a unique "voice" that is derived directly from its body shape. Agent voices are localized according to distance cues for azimuth and parametric filters derived from pinna spectral notch data (Raykar, Duraiswami, & Yegnanarayana, 2005; Iida, Itoh, Itagaki, & Morimoto, 2007) for elevation. A voice consists of three independent waveforms that get combined to generate the final sound: a tone, a portato, and a chirp. The motivation for selecting these particular components was to emulate animal-like sounds that may consist of chirrups, rhythmic patterns, rest phases, trills, and frequency sweeps. We do not base our approach on any specific models of animal voicing; however, we found our approach highly suitable for its intended purpose given its generality and computational efficiency. The algorithm is general-purpose enough to allow a wide variety of sonic results and runs fast enough to voice hundreds of agents in real time. The sound is constructed by modulating the frequency of the tone by the chirp and then multiplying the resulting tone by the portato. The composite voice waveform v is given by
where T , P , and C are the tone, portato, and chirp waveform functions, f t , f p , and f c are the tone, portato, Figure 11 . A selection of agent bodies generated from space curves.
and chirp frequencies, I c is the chirp index of modulation, and t is time.
In general, the portato and chirp frequencies are set several octaves below the tone frequency. We found suitable a value of I c = 1/4. The portato waveform requires a special mapping as explained below. The three waveforms originate directly from the space curve and are converted into sound using wavetable synthesis. Since the space curves are three-dimensional, a single wavetable is generally the x, y, or z component of one such curve. For more variation, linear mixtures of the x, y, and z components are used. To ensure the portato waveform has a more impulsive shape, we apply a special waveshaping function after the table lookup that produces impulse-like shapes at zero crossings and approximately zero elsewhere. To accomplish this, we use a normalized Lorentzian function (see Figure 12) , a singly peaked function centered at x = 0. It is given by
where c is the peak half-width so that L(c, c) = 1/2. Small values of c produce narrow peaks leading to patterns of clicks, pops, chirrups, and other granular effects. Increasing c results in more tonal, tremulant sounds. The prewaveshaped portato waveform should have an adequate number of zero crossings over one period to ensure an interesting pattern of impulses. In general, we found it helpful to low-pass filter the portato waveform to diminish highly-impulsive portions of the waveform.
For this work, we use the body curve for the tone and the filament curve for the portato and chirp. The frequency of the chirp is set four octaves above that of the portato in order to help ensure the frequency modulation is heard. The tone, chirp, and portato frequencies are multiplied by a factor inversely proportional to the mass/size of the agent so that smaller agents make more rapid and higher-pitched sounds while the converse is true for larger agents. In order to provide further variation in the voicing of the agent, we map its velocity onto an interpolation fraction that mixes the curves' Figure 13 . Vector synthesis scanning pattern used to translate a space curve x, y, and z components into a sound.
x, y, and z components into the respective voice waveform. This direct sonic effect helps enhance many of the basic interactions with the agents involving attraction or repulsion.
Environment Generation
The environment consists of vine-like structures that permeate the space and provide ambient background. The environment consists of a primary "trunk" curve and a secondary curve to ornament the trunk. The two curve shapes are identical except for an additional high-frequency, low-amplitude component added to the secondary curve. This causes the secondary curve to oscillate around the primary curve in a variety of patterns. The vine is translated into sound via vector synthesis (Roads, 1996) of the individual x, y, and z components of the curve. To ensure motion in the sound, mixing is automated through cyclic interpolation between pairs of components over a total period of 45 seconds (see Figure 13 ). The sound is not spatialized as we did not want it to appear to originate from a particular location (Kendall, 1991) .
Exhibition Feedback
Mutator VR was first exhibited in September 2016 at the New Scientist Live Expo 4 at the ExCel Exhibition Centre in London with approximately 2,000 visitors to our VR installation. The work was later exhibited from At the New Scientist Live and East Gallery exhibitions, we gathered user feedback from approximately 300 participants. Ages ranged from 9 to 70. From New Scientist Live, out of a maximum score of 5, 69% gave it a 5, 30% a 4, and only 1% a score of 3. From East Gallery, the scores improved: 79% gave it a 5 and 21% gave it a 4. The difference may be due to visual enhancements made to the work for the East Gallery showing based on user feedback from the first showing at New Scientist. Some of the enhancements included a greater variety of textures on the agents and vines, a larger variety of agent and world sizes, pulsing and breathing effects on geometry, aerial fog, and stronger repulsive forces on the tips of the controllers. It is worth noting that at the exhibitions we surveyed participants; we did not employ any strategies to keep the agents separated when they became too densely packed.
Many users reported that the experience was "very immersive" while other common descriptions included "relaxing," "surreal," and "beautiful." One user reported it was "great to see VR get to this stage of immersion and complexity" and another, referring to the agents, "felt like they were characters." Many participants also reported a feeling of floating and likened the experience to scuba diving. We asked users what was the one thing they liked most about the experience. Responses included the feeling of being in a different reality, exploring the environment, the ability to change worlds, interactions with the creatures, the naturalness of the controls, and the sounds. We had one user report enjoying the "exploration without purpose" and another "analysing the situation" which 5. http://www.nua.ac.uk/thegallery/mutator-virtual-reality/ 6. http://cyland.org/lab/exhibition-project-participation-effect/ align well with our intended goal. In many instances, we observed a "looming" effect where participants duck when groups of agents approach their head from afar (Slater et al., 1994) . Similarly, many users reacted strongly when agents swarmed through their body as we did not have any repulsive forces there. We also asked users if there was anything they would change with the experience. Responses included having haptic feedback when touching objects, having more variety of creatures and scenery, having a bigger space, and adding more types of interactions with the creatures. We also received some immersion-related concerns such as the cables on the headset and headphones taking one out of the world, fear of bumping into physical surroundings, and lack of privacy (participants were out in the open).
Conclusion
The goal of Mutator VR: Vortex is to provide a continuum of rich and unexpected interactive multisensory experiences in virtual reality. Accomplishing this requires selection of suitable mathematical constructs that can provide a natural integration of modalities. Overall, we found curved-based synthesis and flow grains to provide this kind of integration and arguably a greater sense of presence in the world. Closed space curves generated from sums of spherical curves produce a large variety of shapes and timbres and are straightforward to translate to graphics and sound. Having precise control over the symmetries and path of the curves was helpful in automating generation of organiclooking forms. Flow grains enabled complex patterns of motions to be automatically generated and lent themselves toward emergent types of interaction such as juggling agents from one controller to the other or swirling agents into a vortex. Even with very simple flow grains, we found it possible to create a convincing sense of agent autonomy and playful and emergent interactions. This is indeed supported by the user feedback we received from public exhibitions of the work. We relied heavily on random distributions for choosing parameters for each world which certainly led to unexpected results. However, there is an underlying sense of lack of unity in many of the worlds which may be due to the random elements. It is possible that this could be addressed through more structured parameter selection or a deeper construct to tie all pieces of each world together. The latter may be a more fruitful direction to explore as we have obtained good results using the integrated methods described here.
